The experimental studies of the properties of the hardened surface layer, developed by the microarc oxidation method (MAO) on the surface of Al-Si ingots from AK12D alloy have been presented here. The effect of concentration of the electrolyte components on the properties of the MAO coating, such as microhardness, thickness, porosity have been studied. The corresponding regression equations to estimate the influence of the process parameters on the quality of the developed MAO-layer, have been set up.
Introduction
Nowadays aluminum alloys are expanding their application in the advanced machine engineering, engine technology and aircraft industry [1, 2] . They are used because of their strength, low density and low cost. However the aluminum alloys possess certain disadvantages like low wear, heat and corrosive resistance. There are a few methods of improving wear resistance of parts made with aluminum alloys -for instance, the application of lubricants, inserts protecting the surface, or doping with silicon [3, 4] . However, the most effective methods for solving this problem are the development of coatings and surface modification techniques [5, 6] .
Microarc oxidation (MAO) is one of these methods, where the modification of the surface of samples made of aluminum, titanium, magnesium and other valve metals tis achieved under the influence of electric charges passing through an electrolyte [7, 8] . The developed MAO-layer consists of the metal oxide substrate and has high microhardness (up to 22 GPa), wear and heat resistance, high adhesion and corrosive resistance. The thickness of the MAO-layers can reach up to 400 µm, not affecting significantly the dimensions and required tolerances of the finished parts [9, 10] .
The in-depth investigations of the structure and properties of the MAO-layer have been carried out by Russian scientists Fedorov V.F., Velikiselskaya N.D., etc. However a large number of works is on MAO-layers on the wrought alloys of the Russian type D16 and V95 [11, 12] . Nowadays it is almost impossible to find any detail information on the properties of the MAO-layer developed on high silicon aluminum alloys and, moreover, about the effect of the MAO-process modes on them. It should be stated that is difficult to coat them with the MAO method: Forming a hardened layer is possible only under specific modes within very tight tolerances. Besides this difficulty, the quality of the layer is not always satisfactory. In connection with this, the aim of this work is to investigate the effect of the MAO process modes on properties and structure of MAO-layers, developed on the surface of samples from high-silicon aluminum alloy АК12D, a widely used engineering structural material.
The Methodology of the Investigation
The high silicon aluminum alloy АК12D ОSТ 192014-90 has been selected as the material for the samples. The samples have been cut out of a round rod producing a disk specimen with a diameter of 64 mm and thickness of 5 mm. The surface area subjected to processing was 7405 mm 2 . The surface had not been washed up or degreased.
The investigation of the samples has been carried out according to the plan, which is a half-replicate of the complete factorial experiment estimating the part life working in friction, the microhardness affects the wear resistance of the surface, while the porosity is indicative of the resistance to corrosion. There were five samples. The MAO process was kepu up until the complete sparking termination on the processed surface.
After developing the MAO-layer the samples were sectioned and their thickness, microhardeness and porosity of the MAO-layer were measured. The measurement of the thickness of the coatings and porosity was carried out with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) "JEOL JSM 6390" at ×500 and ×1000 magnifications, porosity was measured in the mode of the back-scattered electrons. Hardness measurement of the MAO-layer in Vickers was carried out with a Struers Durami, instrument for a load of 100 g applied for 10 sec. There were at least 5 measurements taken for hardnes and 4 to 6 for the thickness of the coating.
Results and Discussion
Five samples were coated with MAO method in various modes (Fig. 1) . Analyzing their appearance, it is possible to claim that the conditions of developing the hardened surface layer influence significantly the color and appearance of the MAO-layer. In Fig. 2 there is the image of the microstructure of the MAO-layer in the cross section for the samples with the minimum and maximum thickness. Depending on the process mode the average value of the MAO-layer thickness changes from 23 µm for sample № 3 to 114 µm for sample № 2 (Table 1) In Fig. 3 the distribution of porosity and microhardness of the MAO-layer for samples № 2 and № 3 is shown. The summary of the effects of these factors for all 5 samples are shown in Table 1 .
Based on the experimental data, three equations of regression [13] have been set up. They show the effect of the modes of the MAO-process on the properties of MAOlayers:
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LG KOH aver From these data two processing modes stand out, № 2 and 5, for the quality of the coating produced for its homogeneity, maximum thickness and microhardness. The homogeneous surface layers have maximum thickness and microhardness for these modes. Both of these modes are characterized by high concentrations KOH and Na 2 SiO 3 in the electrolyte and greater values of current densities: mode № 2 -KOH -3.5 g/l, Na 2 SiO 3 -3.5 g/l, current density j -12.4 А/dm 2 ; mode № 5 -KOH -2.5 g/l, Na 2 SiO 3 -2.5 g/l, current density j -9,2 А/dm 2 ; Analyzing the equation of linear regression and the experiments it can be shown that the mode of the process greatly affects the properties of the developed layers. In such an analysis it is important to pay attention to the value of regression coefficients, which estimate the contribution of each factor (the parameters of the mode of MAO-process) into the response function (the properties of the MAOlayer). The increase of KOH concentration in the electrolyte influences the increase of the thickness of the MAO-layer. This can be explained by the fact that only potassium hydroxide is responsible for the intensity of MAOprocessing and influences directly the density of anode current, increasing the thickness and microhardness. The increase of Na 2 SiO 3 concentration also increases microhardness, thickness and maximum porosity of the MAO-layer. Analyzing the regression equations one can point out that Na 2 SiO 3 influences the properties of the MAOlayer in a similar way as KOH. This is probably related to Na 2 SiO 3 increasing the process intensity for the high silicon aluminum alloys due to the affinity of the silicon compounds to the metal of the sample. The capacitance influences the thickness of the MAO-layers, as it increases the intensity of the processing. The increase of the electrolyte components almost equally affects the average value of the porosity of the MAO-layer and leads to its decrease. Herein, the value of the maximum porosity depends only on the quantity of KOH in the electrolyte and decreases, when its concentration rises. It's possible to suggest that the increase of the concentration of electrolyte components and setting capacity causes the increase of the MAO processing intensity, which in its turn decreases pore concentration.
Conclusions
As a result of this investigation it has been found out that the modes of the MAO process influence greatly the properties of the developed surface layers (thickness, microhardness and porosity). The equations of regression based on the results of the fractional factorial experiment, show that KOH has the most influence on the properties of the MAO layers, the least one is Na 2 SiO 3 . But both of them favour the increase of the MAO-layer in casted high silicon alloys. The least effect on the properties of MAO-layer is from the capacitance of the setting capacitors.
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